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A 2-form is constructed on the space of connections on a principal bundle over
an oriented surface with boundary. This induces a symplectic structure for the
moduli space of flat connections with boundary holonomies lying in prescribed
conjugacy classes. The Yang–Mills quantum field measure is described for this
situation. This measure converges to the normalized symplectic volume measure in
the ‘‘classical’’ limit. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
We work with a compact, connected, oriented 2-manifold S with
boundary components “1S, ..., “rS. Let G be a compact, connected, semi-
simple Lie group, and G=G1× · · · ×Gr a conjugacy class in G r. The Lie
algebra g
¯
of G is equipped with an Ad-invariant metric O · , ·Pg
¯
. Let A(G)
be the set of all connections on a principal G-bundle over S having holo-
nomy around “iS in Gi, for each i=1, ..., r. Denote by G the group of
gauge transformations, and byA0(G) the subset ofA(G) consisting of flat
connections. We have then the moduli space M0(G)=A0(G)/G of flat
connections with boundary holonomies in G. In this paper we
• construct a 2-form WG on A(G) and demonstrate that it is symplec-
tic
• show that the curvature function is the moment map of the action of
G onA(G)
• determine an explicit formula for the 2-form W¯G induced on the
moduli spaceM0(G) of flat connections
• prove, at the finite-dimensional level, that W¯G is a symplectic form
on an appropriate subsetM0(G)0
• compute the symplectic volume volW¯G (M
0(G)0)
• describe (when S has a Riemannian structure and G is any compact
connected Lie group) the Yang–Mills quantum field measure mGt ‘‘on’’
A(G)/G, where t > 0 is a parameter
• explain how, as t a 0, mGt converges, in a reasonable sense, to the
normalized symplectic volume measure onM0(G), under broad hypotheses
on (oriented) S and G.
The volume formula for volW¯G (M
0(G)0) agrees with that given by Witten
in [27, Eq. (4.116)] for the setting of a surface with punctures.
We now present an overview of the results of this paper.
Results Concerning WG
Let G be a connected, compact, semisimple Lie group, whose Lie algebra
g
¯
is equipped with an Ad-invariant metric O · , ·Pg
¯
. Let C be an oriented
circle and pC: PC Q C a principal G-bundle,AC the space of connections on
this bundle, GC the group of bundle automorphisms. The tangent space
TwAC consists of all Ad-equivariant g
¯
-valued 1-forms which vanish on ver-
tical vectors (i.e., vectors in the kernel of dpC). With c: [0, 1]Q C a piece-
wise smooth loop tracing out C once positively, let c˜w be the horizontal lift
with respect to a connection w, i.e., c˜w satisfies w(c˜
−
w(t))=0 for all t, with
some chosen initial point c˜w(0) , and cw the corresponding holonomy, i.e.,
cw ¥ G satisfies c˜w(1)=c˜w(0) cw. Let W1C be the 2-form onAC given by
W1C(A, B)=
def 1
2 F
1
0
F 1
0
estOA(c˜
−
w(s)), B(c˜
−
w(t))Pg
¯
ds dt,(1.1)
where est=±1 according as s [ t or s > t. This is independent of the choice
of the lift c˜w and is unchanged when c is reparametrized. Next, let n be the
2-form on G given by
n(cA, cB)=def 12 O(Adc
−1−1)−1A, (Ad c−Ad c−1)(Ad c−1−1)−1BPg
¯
,(1.2)
where c ¥ G, A, B ¥ g
¯
, and (Adc−1−1)−1 X is taken to be 0 if X is perpen-
dicular to (Adc−1−1)(g
¯
). We introduce the 2-form W2C onAC, given by
W2C=
def −hgc n,(1.3)
where (hc)g is defined on vectors A ¥ TwAC by (hc)g(A)=−>c˜w A. Now
define
WC=
def
W1C+W
2
C.(1.4)
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If G is a conjugacy class in G, let AC(G) be the set of all w ¥AC for which
cw ¥ G, and
WGC=
def
WC |AC(G).(1.5)
As we show, this 2-form is independent of the choice of basepoint c(0)
on C.
Now let A be the affine space of connections on a principal G-bundle
p: PQ S, where S is a connected, compact, oriented 2-dimensional
manifold with r boundary components “1S, ..., “rS. If A, B ¥ TwA, there
is a well-defined 2-form OANBP on S such that pgOANBP(X, Y)=
OA(X), B(Y)Pg
¯
−OA(Y), B(X)Pg
¯
. The Atiyah–Bott 2-form W on A is spe-
cified by
W(A, B)=def F
S
OANBP.(1.6)
For a conjugacy class G=G1× · · · ×Gr in G r, let A(G) be the set of all
w ¥A for which (h(“1S; w), ..., h(“rS; w)) ¥ G. Using the natural restric-
tion map ri:A(G)QA“iS(Gi), we have the 2-form r
g
i W
Gi
“iS, for each
i ¥ {1, ..., r}. Finally, we define the 2-form WG onA(G):
WG=
def
W |A(G)− C
r
i=1
rgi W
Gi
“iS.(1.7)
Let G be the set of all automorphisms of the bundle p: PQ S. Then G is
a group under composition and acts on A by pullbacks, and there is the
orbit map cw: GQA: wW cw(f)=fgw. For f ¥ G and each p ¥ P there is
a unique fˆ(p) ¥ G such that f(p)=pfˆ(p). The map fW fˆ identifies G
isomorphically with the group of all Ad-equivariant smooth maps PQ G.
The Lie algebra LG can be defined to be the set of smooth equivariant
functions PQ g
¯
, and so the dual LGg is identifiable with the set of smooth
equivariant g
¯
-valued 2-forms which vanish on vertical vectors, the pairing
being via integration over S. We then have the ‘‘derivative’’ c −wH=
dH+[w, H].
In Section 3, we show that
• dWG=0 (see comment below)
• WG is non-degenerate as a 2-form
• WG is invariant under the action of G
• the curvature wW J(w)=def dw+12 [w, w] satisfies the moment-map
condition WG(A, c
−
wH)=dJw(A)(H).
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In summary,
WG is a G-invariant symplectic form onA(G),
with curvature as its moment map.
The demonstration that WG is closed uses a perfectly reasonable but
formal argument at one point; the argument can surely be made rigorous
but has not been done here and so I am not labeling this as a ‘‘Theorem.’’
Results Concerning Flat Connections
We denote by A0 the set of all flat connections on the principal
G-bundle p: PQ S, and by A0(G) the set A(G) 5A0. The moduli space
of flat connections, with boundary holonomies in G, is then
M0(G)=def A0(G)/G.(1.8)
The fundamental group p1(S, o) (where o is a fixed basepoint on S) is
generated by piecewise smooth loops A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg, C1, ..., Cr, subject
to the relation
Cr ...C1B¯gA¯gBgAg ... B¯1A¯1B1A1=I, the identity in p1(S, o).(1.9)
Here g is the genus of the surface S and r the number of boundary com-
ponents. We assume that g+r \ 1 (i.e., that S is not the closed 2-sphere).
The loop Ci is of the form L¯i ·“iS ·Li for some segment Li running from o
to a point on “iS. The holonomy map
H:AQ G2g+r
(1.10)
wW (h(A1; w), h(B1; w), ..., h(Ag; w), h(Bg; w), h(C1; w), ..., h(Cr; w))
takes A(G) to G2g×G, and the subset A0(G) to (P | G2g×G)−1 (e), where
P: G2g×G rQ G is given by
P(a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)=cr...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.(1.11)
There is a simple and elegant construction of flat connections with spe-
cified holonomies around a set of generators of the fundamental group of
the base manifold (see Milnor’s paper [20]). In Theorem A.1 in the
Appendix we construct families of flat connections with specified holonomies:
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Theorem 1.1. Let (0, 1)Q G2g+r : tW a(t) be a C. map such that a(t) ¥
P−1(e) for each t. Then there is a map
[0, 1]QA0: tW wt(1.12)
such that
• (t, p)W wt(p) is smooth ( with p running over P)
• H(wt)=a(t) for every t ¥ [0, 1].
In particular, if G is a conjugacy class in G r and each a(t) ¥
(P | G2g×G)−1 (e) then each wt ¥A0(G).
Henceforth, we restrict the map P to G2g×G, where G is a conjugacy
class in G r. The group G acts by conjugation on P−1(e), and we have the
quotient P−1(e)/G.
Recall that the group G acts on A, carrying A(G) and A0(G) into them-
selves. Using a fixed basepoint u ¥ p−1(o), we have a group-homomorphism
GQ G: fW fˆ(u). This homomorphism intertwines the action of G onA0(G)
and the action by conjugation of G on P−1(e), thereby inducing a map
A0(G)/GQP−1(e)/G. Using a special case of the above theorem, and
additional facts, it follows that this mapping identifies the moduli space
M0(G) of flat connections withP−1(e)/G, i.e.,H induces a bijection
M0(G) 4P−1(e)/G.
Marsden–Weinstein-Style Reduction
The result that the curvature acts as the moment map for the action of G
on the symplectic space (A(G), WG) may appear to ‘‘immediately’’ imply
that WG induces a 2-form onM0(G). However, ifM0(G) is viewed, via the
holonomies, as identified with P−1(e)/G this conclusion requires a proof of
the following point: it must be shown that any vector A ¥ TwA0(G) which is
projected byHŒ(w) to a vector tangent to the G-orbit throughH(w) must lie
in the image of c −w: LGQ TwA
0(G). That this is indeed so was proven in
Theorem 3.9 of [25], where it was also proven that kerHŒ(w)=c −w(LGo),
where Go is the subgroup ker(fW fˆ). Using this result along with Theorem
A1 allows us to obtain (see Theorem 4.1 and its corollary):
Theorem 1.2. Let w ¥A0(G), and a=H(w) ¥P−1(e). Denote by
TaP−1(e) the set of all vectors which are (initial) tangents to C. paths in G2g+r
lying on P−1(e) and initiating at a. Then there is a unique map Wo, G:
TaP−1(e)×TaP−1(e)QR such that WG(A, B)=Wo, G(HŒ(w) A,HŒ(w) B). In
other words,
HgWo, G=WG.(1.13)
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(The above equation being simply understood to mean exactly the pre-
ceding explanation.) The derivative HŒ(w) A is, as will be the rule in this
paper, a pointwise directional derivative.
We obtain an explicit formula for a 2-form Wo on G2g+r which restricts to
Wo, G on (P | G2g×G)−1 (e). To describe this requires some additional nota-
tion. Let
J=def {1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}.
Thus J 2 (J+2)={1, 2, ..., 4g}. View G2g as GJ, i.e., denote a typical
point of G2g by (a1, a2, a5, a6, ..., a4g−3, a4g−2). We reserve the indices from
J+2 for the following: set
aj+2=a
−1
j
for j ¥ J. For a ¥ G2g×G r, a typical tangent vector at a may then be written
as aH, where H=({Hj}j ¥ J, H4g+1, ..., H4g+r), with each Hi in g
¯
. We set
Hj+2=−Ad ajHj for every j ¥ J. We also use the notation
fi=Ad(ai...a1).
Recall the 2-form n defined above. Let eij=1 if i < j, 0 if i=j, and −1 if
i > j. Then we have:
Theorem 1.3. Let Wo, G be the 2-form on G2g×G r given by
Wo(aH (1), aH (2))=
1
2 C
4g+r
i, j=1
eijOf
−1
i−1H
(1)
i , f
−1
j−1H
(2)
j Pg
¯
+C
r
k=1
prgkn,(1.14)
where prk: G2g×G rQ G is the projection on the k-th coordinate of the factor
G r. Then for any conjugacy class G in G r,
Wo, G=Wo | (G2g×G).(1.15)
SoHg(Wo | (G2gG))=WG, which is to be understood in the sense explained in
Theorem 1.2.
The Symplectic Form W¯G, and the Pfaffian Pf(W¯G)
We prove certain significant facts about the 2-form Wo, G. In the follow-
ing, we use the conjugation action of the group G on G2g+r; the orbit map
through any point a is denoted ca: GQ G2g+r.
Theorem 1.4. Let G be any conjugacy class in G, and a any point on
P−1(e) … G2g×G. Then:
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• Wo, G is G-invariant
• the following ‘‘moment-map’’ relation holds,
Wo, G(H, c
−
aX)=OdPa(H), XPg
¯
for every vector H ¥ Ta(G2g×G) and every X ¥ g
¯
• Wo, G is closed when restricted to vectors tangent to P
−1(e); more pre-
cisely,
dWo, G(X, Y, Z)=0
if X, Y, Z ¥ ker dPa for some a ¥P−1(e).
Let G be any conjugacy class in G r and view P, as usual, as a mapping
G2g×GQ G. It is easily verified that ker c −a=ker dP
g
a , for every
a ¥ G2g×G. For a ¥P−1(e), the orbit ca(G) is contained in P−1(e) and
c −a(g
¯
) … ker dPa. Denote by TaM0(G) the vector space ker dPa 5 c −a(g
¯
)+ ,
and denote (for now) by W¯G the restriction of Wo, G to TaM0(G). Let Pf(W¯G)
be the (absolute value of the) Pfaffian of W¯G, relative to the inner-product
structure on TaM0(G) induced by the inner-product on g
¯
. We are able to
compute Pf(W¯G) explicitly:
Theorem 1.5. Let G be the conjugacy class of any (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G r, and
let a ¥P−1(e). Then
Pf(W¯G)=
det c −a
det dPga
3Dr
s=1
det(Ad c−1s −1)
−141/2,
where det c −a is the (absolute value of the) determinant of [ker c
−
a]
+ Q
c −a(g
¯
): HW c −a(H) relative to orthonormal bases in domain and codomain,
and det dPga is defined analogously.
Combining the above results yields :
Theorem 1.6. Assume that the conjugacy class G … G r is such that: (i) e
is a regular value of P: G2g×GQ G, and (ii) there is a non-empty open set
O …P−1(e)/G which is a manifold and for which the quotient map
q:P−1(e)QP−1(e)/G is a submersion over O. Then there is a unique 2-form
W¯G on O which is smooth and satisfies qgW¯G=Wo, G on the relevant set.
Moreover, W¯G is symplectic.
Symplectic Volume of the Moduli Space of Flat Connections
We show that for g, r \ 1, and ‘‘generic’’ G (as spelled out in Proposition
9.7), (i) e is a regular value of P, (ii) there is a dense open subset P−1(e)0 of
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P−1(e) such that the isotropy group of the conjugation action of G is Z(G)
at every point of P−1(e)0, and (iii) the centralizer of any point on G is a
maximal torus in G r. As a consequence of (i) and (ii),M0(G)0=def P−1(e)0/G
is a manifold and the quotient map q:P−1(e)QP−1(e)0/G is a submer-
sion. Assuming that g > 1 (and r \ 1) we are then able to compute the
symplectic voume ofM0(G)0,
volW¯G (M
0(G)0)=#Z(G)
vol(G)2g+r−2
vol(T) r
D
r
i=1
`Fi C
a
qa(c1)...qa(cr)
(dim a)2g+r−2
,
where (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G, a runs over the irreducible representations of G, T is
any maximal torus in G, and Fi=det(1−Ad c
−1
i ) | L(Z(ci))
+ , where
L(Z(ci))+ is the orthogonal complement of the Lie algebra of the cen-
tralizer Z(ci) of ci.
The Quantum Field Measure and its Classical Limit
In Section 10 we work with a compact, connected, Riemannian
2-manifold S with boundary “S having r \ 1 components “1S, ..., “rS. Fix
basepoints on each boundary component “iS. Let G1, ..., Gr be conjugacy
classes in G, G=G1× · · · ×Gr, and A(G) the set of all w ¥A for which
(h(“1S; w), ..., h(“rS; w)) ¥ G, where h(“iS; w) is the holonomy of w
around the loop “iS (with some arbitrary orientation, in case S is not
orientable). We describe the construction of a rigorously meaningful prob-
ability measure mGt (here t > 0), which, in a reasonable but informal way,
may be viewed as a measure on A(G)/G specified by the informal expres-
sion
dmGt (w)=
1
Zt(G)
e−
SYM(w)
t D
r
i=1
dGi (h(“iS; w)) [Dw],(1.16)
where SYM:AQ R: wW
1
2 >S |Fw|2g
¯
ds (Fw is the curvature of w and ds is
the Riemannian area-measure on S) is the Yang–Mills action, [Dw] is the
informal ‘‘Lebesgue measure’’ on A pushed down to A/G, dGi a ‘‘delta-
function’’, and Zt(G) a ‘‘normalizing constant.’’ Since this construction has
been carried out in great detail in slightly different settings in [22, 23], in
this paper we shall only sketch the general strategy of the construction.
We then state the expectation values of functions of holonomies around
families of loops, under the measure mGt . This leads to a discrete (lattice)
setting for studying the measure mGt . Finally, within this setting we state
how, in an appropriate sense, limtQ 0 m
G
t is precisely the normalized
symplectic volume measure on M0(G)0. The proof is a direct extension of
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the proof given in [23] for the case of a surface with one boundary com-
ponent, and we do not repeat the details of the arguments here.
The moduli space of flat connections over a surface is of interest from
many points of view. Some of the interest stems from its significance in
Chern–Simons theory and in three-dimensional gravity. The moduli space
of flat connections over surfaces with boundary/punctures has been
studied from several points of view in the papers [1, 2, 5–7, 9–11, 15, 16,
19, 23, 24, 27, 28] and in other works. Chapter 10 of the book [21] by
Schottenloher describes the many different ways of looking at the moduli
space of flat connections over a surface. In Atiyah’s lecture [2], the moduli
space of flat connections on a surface with boundary is discussed using the
symplectic structure W. The symplectic (or Poisson) structure on the moduli
space of flat connections for surfaces with boundary/punctures is studied
in [5, 10, 11] using group cohomological methods. In this approach, the
fact that the form W¯G is non-degenerate is a reflection of Poincaré duality
(since W¯G appears as a cohomology cup-product). In our approach we have
an explicit formula for Pf(W¯G) which is manifestly non-zero, and, further,
we use this formula for the volume calculation and to study the classical
limit of the quantum theory. The papers [18, 19], brought to my notice by
J. Huebschmann after much of this paper had been completed, also
determine the classical limit of the integrals appearing in the lattice
quantum theory using heat kernels. Much of the motivation for these
investigations arise from Witten’s works [27, 28].
2. A 2-FORM FOR CONNECTIONS OVER A CIRCLE
For the purposes of this section, O · , ·Pg
¯
is a symmetric bilinear map
g
¯
×g
¯
Q R.
Let AC be the space of connections on a principal G-bundle pC: PC Q C
over an oriented circle C. Our objective is to construct a certain 2-form WCG
onAC.
Denote by GC the set of all smooth bundle equivalences of pC. Then GC is
a group under composition and acts onAC by pullbacks.
We shall construct two 2-forms W1 and W2 on AC which are
GC-invariant. We shall define W
C
G to be the sum W
1+W2.
Let w ¥AC and A, B ¥ TwAC. Thus A, B are G-equivariant g
¯
-valued
1-forms on P which vanish on vertical vectors.
Let W1 be the 2-form onAC given by
W1w(A, B)=
def 1
2 F
1
0
F 1
0
estOA(c˜
−
w(s)), B(c˜
−
w(t))Pg
¯
ds dt,(2.1)
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where
est=˛1 if s [ t−1 if s > t
and c˜w: [0, 1]Q PC is any w-horizontal path whose projection pC p c˜w:
[0, 1]Q C traces out the circle C once positively. We will sometimes write
W1C to stress the dependence on C.
Since c˜w is unique up to global shifts by elements of G, the equivariance
of A, B and the Ad-invariance of O · , ·Pg
¯
implies that W1w(A, B) is indepen-
dent of the choice of (the initial point of) c˜w. Moreover, W
1
w(A, B) is
invariant under smooth reparametrizations of C. It is also readily verified
that W1 is GC-invariant.
We recall quickly some standard observations about bundles. If f ¥ GC,
and p ¥ PC, define fˆ(p) to be the element of G for which f(p)=pfˆ(p);
then it is a readily verifiable standard fact that fˆ is a smooth map PC Q G
satisfying fˆ(pg)=g−1fˆ(p) g for all (p, g) ¥ PC×G, and the association
fW fˆ is an isomorphism which identifies GC with the group (under
pointwise multiplication) of all smooth maps k: PC Q G which satisfy
k(pg)=g−1k(p) g for all p ¥ PC and g ¥ G. The action of GC onAC, in this
version, takes the form: (k, w)W Ad(k−1) w+k−1dk. The Lie algebra LGC
can then be identified with the set of smooth Ad(G)-equivariant maps
PC Q g
¯
, which is indeed a Lie algebra under pointwise operations. If
H ¥ LGC then (see also (3.5) below) there is induced a ‘‘vector field’’ H˜ on
AC whose value at w ¥AC is H˜w ¥ TwAC defined by
H˜w(p)=
d
dt
:
t=0
[Ad(exp(−tH(p)) wp+exp(−tH(p)) d exp(tH(p))]
=dHp+[wp, Hp],
i.e.,
H˜w=DwH=
def dH+[w, H].(2.2)
Lemma 2.1. For any w ¥AC, A ¥ TwAC, and H ¥ LGC,
W1w(A, H˜(w))=−F
1
0
OA(c˜ −w(u)), H(c˜w(u))Pg
¯
du(2.3)
− 12 Oa(1), (Ad(c
−1
w )+1) H(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
,
where
a(1)=−F 1
0
A(c˜ −w(t)) dt,(2.4)
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c˜w is an w-horizontal curve projecting to c as before, and cw ¥ G is the holo-
nomy given by c˜w(1)=c˜w(0) cw.
Proof. Let
a(t)=−F t
0
A(c˜ −w(u)) du
and
b(t)=−F t
0
B(c˜ −w(u)) du,
where B=H˜w. Then
W1w(A, B)=
1
2
5F 1
0
OaŒ(s), b(1)−b(s)Pg
¯
ds−F 1
0
OaŒ(s), b(s)Pg
¯
ds6
=−F 1
0
OaŒ(s), b(s)Pg
¯
ds+12 Oa(1), b(1)Pg
¯
.
Now since c˜w is w-horizontal, the equality H˜w and Eq. (2.2) imply that
B(c˜ −w(t))=(H p c˜w)Œ (t),
and so
b(t)=H(c˜w(0))−H(c˜w(t)).(2.5)
So
W1w(A, B)
=F 1
0
OaŒ(s), H(c˜w(s))Pg
¯
ds−Oa(1), H(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
+12 Oa(1), H(c˜w(0))−H(c˜w(1))Pg
¯
=−F 1
0
OA(c˜ −w(u)), H(c˜w(u))Pg
¯
du− 12 Oa(1), H(c˜w(0))+H(c˜w(1))Pg
¯
=−F 1
0
OA(c˜w(u)), H(c˜
−
w(u))Pg
¯
du− 12 Oa(1), (Ad(c
−1
w )+1) H(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
.
L
It is useful to recall a standard formula (see, for example, [25, Eq.
(3.6g)]), which may be called the ‘‘Duhamel formula’’, concerning varia-
tion of parallel-transports. Let c: [0, 1]Q S be a piecewise smooth path,
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and fix an initial point u on the fiber over c(0). If g is any connection on
p: PQ S denote by c˜g the g-horizontal path, initiating at u, and projecting
by p onto c. Let sW ws ¥A be such that (s, p)W ws(p) is smooth, with
w0=w and let Y=
d
ds|s=0 ws, pointwise. Define h(s, t) ¥ G by requiring that
c˜ws (t)=c˜w(t) h(s, t). Then
“
“s
:
s=0
h(s, t)=−F
c˜w | [0, t]
Y.(2.6)
Let h(c; w) denote the holonomy (with initial point u) of the connection w
around a loop c. Then, as a special case of the above formula, we have
h(c; w)−1
d
ds
:
s=0
h(c; ws)=−F
c˜w
Y.(2.7)
Now consider another 2-form W2C onAC : for A, B ¥ TwAC, we set
W2C(A, B)=
1
2 OLa(1), (Ad(c
−1
w )−Ad(cw)) Lb(1)Pg
¯
,(2.8)
where
L=(Ad(c−1w )−1)
−1
and c˜w is an w-horizontal curve projecting to C, cw ¥ G is the holonomy
specified by
c˜w(1)=c˜w(0) cw(2.9)
and (the second equality being from (2.7))
a(1)=−F 1
0
A(c˜ −w(t)) dt=
d
ds
:
s=0
c−1w cws ,(2.10)
where sW ws ¥A is any map, with w0=w, such that (s, p)W ws(p) is
smooth and dds|s=0 ws(p)=A(p), and b is defined similarly for B.
We are using the convention that, for x ¥ G, (Ad(x−1)−1)−1 is 0 on
L(Zx) (the Lie algebra of the centralizer Zx of x) and so (Ad(x−1)−1)−1
maps g
¯
onto LZ+x … g
¯
.
Lemma 2.2. If w ¥AC and H ¥ LGC, A ¥ TwAC,
W2C(A, H˜w))=
1
2 Oa(1), (Ad c
−1
w +1) prH(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
,(2.11)
where pr: g
¯
Q LZ+cw is the orthogonal projection.
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Proof. The expression for b(t) in (2.5) gives
b(1)=H(c˜w(0))−H(c˜w(1))
=(1−Ad c−1w ) H(c˜w(0)).
So, from the definition (2.8) of W2C, we have
W2C(A, H˜w)
=12 O(Ad c
−1
w −1)
−1 a(1), (Ad c−1w −Ad cw)(Ad c
−1
w −1)
−1
(1−Ad c−1w ) H(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
=12 O(Ad c
−1
w −1)
−1 a(1), (Ad cw−1)(1+Ad c
−1
w ) prH(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
=12 Oa(1), (Ad c
−1
w +1) prH(c˜w(0))Pg
¯
.
L
Let G be a conjugacy class in G and let AC(G) be the set of all w ¥A
whose holonomy around C is in G:
AC(G)=
def {w ¥AC : holonomy of w around C is in G}.(2.12)
Let TwAC(G) be the set of all A ¥ TwAC such that there is a map
tW wt ¥AC(G), with w0=w, and (t, p)W wt(p) smooth, satisfying
“
“t|t=0 wt=A pointwise.
We introduce the 2-form WGC onAC(G) given by
WGC=
def (W1C+W
2
C) |AC(G)(2.13)
It is useful to note that though we are primarily interested in WGC onAC(G)
(and have defined it on this space), WGC is the restriction to AC(G) of the
2-form WC=
def
W1C+W
2
C onAC.
For the next result, note that if A ¥ TwAC and H ¥ LGC, then there is a
1-form OA, HP on C defined as follows: for x a point on C and v ¥ TxC,
choose x˜ ¥ p−1(x) and v˜ ¥ Tx˜P and set OA, HP(v)=OA(v˜), H(x˜)Pg
¯
. Equi-
variance and the fact that A vanishes on vertical vectors imply that
OA, HP(v) is independent of the choices of x˜ and v˜.
Proposition 2.3. If w ¥AC(G), A ¥ TwAC(G), and H ¥ LGC, then
WGC(A, H˜w)=−F
1
0
OA(c˜ −w(t)), H(c˜w(t))Pg
¯
dt=−F
C
OA, HP.(2.14)
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Proof. In view of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.1, we need only check that
a(1) ¥ LZ+cw , where a(t)=−> t0 A(c˜ −w(s)) ds. Now by Eq. (2.10),
a(1)=
d
ds
:
s=0
c−1w cws ,
where dds|s=0 ws=A. Since A ¥ TwAC(G), we can take ws ¥AC(G). Then
each cws belongs to G. Thus
a(1) ¥ (Ad c−1w −1)(g
¯
)=LZ+cw .(2.15)
L
For a 2-form g on AC define the exterior derivative dg to be the 3-form
specified on A, B, C ¥ TwAC by
dgw(A, B, C)=dC[g(A˜, B˜)]+cyclic permutation,(2.16)
where, on the right, dC is the ‘‘directional derivative’’ (as used before) of
functions on AC, and A˜, B˜ are vector fields (say the constant ones) on AC
with A˜(w)=A and B˜(w)=B. The following Lemma is essentially taken
from [15, Remark 4.7]. We use the same letter C with two obviously dif-
ferent meanings.
Lemma 2.4. Let w ¥AC, and A, B, C ¥ TwAC. Then
dW1C(A, B, C)=
1
2 O[a(1), b(1)], c(1)Pg
¯
,(2.17)
where a(1)=−>10 A(c˜ −w(t)) dt and similarly for b, B and c, C.
Proof. Let a(t)=−> t0 A(c˜ −w(u)) du, and define b(t) and c(t) similarly
with respect to B and C, respectively. Then computation shows that
dC(aŒ(t))=[aŒ(t), c(t)].
(Proof. Let sW ws be such that (s, p)W ws(p) is smooth and
d
ds|s=0 ws=C, and let h(s, t) ¥ G be such that c˜ws (t)=c˜w(t) h(s, t). Since A
vanishes on vertical vectors and A(vg)=Ad(g−1) A(v) in obvious notation,
it follows that A(c˜ −ws (t))=Ad(h(s, t)
−1) A(c˜ −w(t)). Differentiating this with
respect to s at s=0 gives, upon using (2.6), [−A(c˜ −w(t)), c(t)].)
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So
dC[W
1
w(A, B)]
=12 F
1
0
F 1
0
estO[aŒ(s), bŒ(t)], c(t)− c(s)Pg
¯
ds dt
=12 F
1
0
F 1
0
F t
s
estO[aŒ(s), bŒ(t)], cŒ(u)Pg
¯
du ds dt
=12 F
0 [ s [ u [ t [ 1
O[aŒ(s), bŒ(t)], cŒ(u)Pg
¯
du ds dt+12 F
0 [ t [ u [ s [ 1
[ · · · ].
Adding up the cyclic permutations we obtain Eq. (2.17). L
Let n be the 2-form on G given by
n(cA, cB)=def 12 O(Ad c
−1−1)−1 A, (Ad c−Ad c−1)(Ad c−1−1)−1 BPg
¯
,(2.18)
where (Ad c−1−1)−1 X is taken to be 0 if X is perpendicular to
(Ad c−1−1)−1 (g
¯
). The identities
Ad c−Ad c−1=(Ad c−1)(1+Ad c−1)=−(1+Ad c)(Ad c−1−1)(2.19)
show that the right side of (2.18) is independent of the choices made for
(Ad c−1−1)−1. In fact, we will take (Ad c−1−1)−1 as mapping g
¯
onto LZ+c ,
where LZc=ker(Ad c−1−1).
As a general rule, we will work with n restricted to conjugacy classes.
A fairly straightforward calculation (see, for example, [16, Proposition
3.9]) shows that
dn(cA, cB, cC)=12 O[A, B], CPg
¯
(2.20)
for any A, B, C ¥ g
¯
such that cA, cB, cC are tangent at c to the conjugacy
class of c.
Consider the map
h:AC(G)Q G: wW h(w)=holonomy of w around C(2.21)
with some chosen fixed initial point for determining holonomy. Then, by
(2.7),
h(w)−1 dhw(A)=−F
1
0
A(c˜ −w(t)) dt=a(1).(2.22)
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Combining this with the definition of n and the expression for W2C in (2.8)
we see that
hgn=−W2C |A(G).(2.23)
So it is reasonable to conclude that
d(W2C |A(G))=−h
gdn,
i.e.,
dW2C(A, B, C)=−
1
2 O[a(1), b(1)], c(1)Pg
¯
(2.24)
when A, B, C ¥ TwAC(G).
Recall that
WGC=(W
1
C+W
2
C) |AC(G).(2.25)
So, by (2.17) and (2.24), we have
dWGC=0.(2.26)
Moreover, WGC is GC-invariant.
Finally, we show that WGC is independent of the choice of the basepoint
of the curve c: [0, 1]Q C used to define it.
Proposition 2.5. The 2-form WGC is independent of the choice of the
basepoint for the loop c used to represent C.
Proof. Let c: [0, 1]Q C be a piecewise smooth loop tracing out C
once, and let o: [0, 1]Q C be the loop obtained by starting c at a time
d ¥ (0, 1), i.e.,
o(t)=c((t+d) mod 1).(2.27)
We can, for simplicity, set c(t+1)=c(t) for all t, and then o(t)=c(t+d)
for all t. Define o˜w to be the horizontal lift of o, starting at c˜w(d). Then
o˜w(t)=c˜w(t+d)
for 0 [ t [ 1−d. Thus
o˜w(0)=c˜w(d)
and
o˜w(1−d)=c˜w(1)=c˜w(0) cw.
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Then, for 1−d [ t [ 1, we have
o˜w(t)=c˜w(t+d−1) cw,
and so
o˜w(1)=o˜w(0) cw.
So the holonomy of o equals that of c:
ow=cw.
Let us write
Ad c−1w −Ad cw=D.
Then after a long but straightforward calculation we have
2W2o(A, B)=2W
2
c(A, B)−7F d
0
A(c˜ −w(t)) dt, (Ad cw+1) bc(1)+ 8
+7ac(1)+ , (Ad c−1w +1) F d
0
B(c˜ −w(t)) dt8
+7F d
0
A(c˜ −w(t)) dt, D F
d
0
B(c˜ −w(t)) dt8 ,
where + denotes orthogonal projection on L(Zcw )
+ .
Next, turning to W1o and W
1
c , we have, again after a long calculation,
2W1o(A, B)=2W
1
c(A, B)−7F d
0
A(c˜ −w(s)) ds, D F
d
0
B(c˜ −w(t)) dt8
+7F d
0
A(c˜ −w(s)) ds, (1+Ad cw) bc(1)8
−7ac(1), (1+Ad c−1w ) F d
0
B(c˜ −w(t)) dt8 .
If A, B ¥ TwAC(G) then, as noted in (2.15), ac(1) and bc(1) are in LZ+cw .
Combining the expressions obtained above, we obtain
W1o(A, B)+W
2
o(A, B)=W
1
c(A, B)+W
2
c(A, B).(2.28)
L
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3. THE SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE FOR THE SPACEA(G)
We return now to the bundle p: PQ S. Recall that S is oriented and has
r boundary components “1S, ..., “rS, each with the induced orientation.
We have the space A of all connections on p and the group G of all auto-
morphisms of p, acting onA by pull backs.
There is a standard 2-form W on A, introduced by Atiyah and Bott in
[3], defined as follows. If A, B ¥ TwA, there is a well-defined 2-form
OANBP on S: its value on vectors X, Y ¥ TxS is
OANBP(X, Y)=OA(XŒ), B(YŒ)Pg
¯
−OA(YŒ), B(XŒ)Pg
¯
,
where XŒ and YŒ are vectors in TxŒP for some point xŒ ¥ p−1(x) such that
pgXŒ=X and pgYŒ=Y. The 2-form W is specified by the formula (note
that S is oriented)
W(A, B)=F
S
OANBP.
For any conjugacy class G=G1× · · ·Gr in G r, there is a restriction map
ri:A(G)QA“iS(Gi).
We can finally define the 2-form WG onA(G):
WG=
def
W− C
r
i=1
rgi W
Gi
“iS.(3.1)
Note that although we are interested in WG on A(G)/G, WG is the restric-
tion toA(G) of a 2-form onA (see remarks following (2.13)).
Since W is a constant 2-form on A, we have dW=0. On the other hand,
we know from (2.25) that dWGi“iS is 0. So it is reasonable to conclude that
dWG=0, i.e., WG is closed.
Next consider any non-zero A ¥ TwA(G). Choose, for the moment, a Rie-
mannian metric on S. Define a g
¯
-valued 1-form fA on P as follows. For
any p ¥ P choose e1, e2 ¥ TpP which project to a positively oriented ortho-
normal basis (pge1, pge2) of Tp(p)S; define the 1-form fA at p by requiring
that it vanish on the kernel of pg and satisfy fA(e2)=A(e1) and
fA(e1)=−A(e1) (it is readily verified that fA at p is independent of the
choices of e1, e2). Now let f: SQ [0, 1] be a smooth function, equal to
zero near “S and equal to 1 in a non-empty open set over which A is not
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identically equal to zero. Let k=f p p. For any real number t, the connec-
tion w+tk(fA) is equal to w over “S, and so k(fA) ¥ TwA(G). Moreover,
WG(A, k(fA))=W(A, k(fA)) is strictly positive (here we require that the
symmetric bilinear form O · , ·Pg
¯
is indeed an inner-product). We conclude
that
WG is non−degenerate.
So
WG is symplectic onA(G).
The action of the group G on A(G) preserves the 2-form WG. We shall
determine the moment map of this action.
We can view LGg as the space of smooth g
¯
-valued Ad-equivariant
2-forms on P which vanish on vertical vectors. The pairing of LG and LGg
is by integration over S.
Consider the curvature map
J:AQ LGg: wW Fw=def dw+12 [w, w],(3.2)
where [w, w] is the g
¯
-valued two-form whose value on (X, Y) is
[w(X), w(Y)]−[w(Y), w(X)]=2[w(X), w(Y)]. We take its derivative to
be
dJw: TwAQ LGg: AW DwA=
def dA+[w, A],(3.3)
where, again,
[w, A](X, Y)=[w(X), A(Y)]−[w(Y), A(X)].
We use the notation
A0(G)=def J−1(0),(3.4)
i.e., A0(G) is the set of all flat connections. The tangent space TwA0(G) is
the set of vectors H ¥ TwA such that H= dds|s=0 ws, where sW ws ¥A
0(G)
is such that (s, p)W ws(p) is smooth in (s, p) ¥ [0, 1]×P and w0=w.
Let
cw: GQA: fW fgw
be the orbit map through w ¥A. Then, as essentially already noted in (2.2),
c −wH=H˜w=dH+[w, H].(3.5)
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Proposition 3.1. Let w ¥A(G). Then for any X ¥ TwA(G) and
H ¥ L(G),
WG(A, c
−
wH)=LGgOdJw(A), HPLG.(3.6)
In particular, if w ¥A0(G) and A ¥ TwA0(G) then WG(A, c −w(H)) is 0.
Proof. We have
W(A, c −wH) = F
S
OAN (dH+[w, H])P
= F
S
{OdA, HP−dOA, HP+O[w, A], HP}
=Stokes F
S
ODwA, HP−F
“S
OA, HP.
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3,
C
r
i=1
rgi W
Gi
“iS(A, c
−
wH)=−F
“S
OA, HP.
So
WG(A, c
−
wH)=F
S
ODwA, HP=LGgOdJw(A), HPLG.
L
4. THE SYMPLECTIC STRUCTURE FOR THE MODULI SPACE
OF FLAT CONNECTIONS
There are piecewise smooth loops
A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg, C1, ..., Cr
on S, all based at some point o ¥ S, such that they generate the funda-
mental group p1(S, o) subject to the relation
Cr...C1B¯gA¯gBgAg...B¯1A¯1B1A1=I, the identity in p1(S, o).(4.1)
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Each Ci is of the form L¯i ·“iS ·Li for some segment Li running from o to
“iS. Consider the holonomy map
H:AQ G2g+r: wW (h(A1; w), h(B1; w), ..., h(Ag; w), h(Bg; w),(4.2)
h(C1; w), ..., h(Cr; w)).
It takes A(G) to G2g×G, and A0(G) to P−1(e) … G2g×G, where
P: G2g×GQ G is given by
P(a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)=cr...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.(4.3)
The group G acts by conjugation on A0(G) and the group G acts on
P−1(e). We have the homomorphism GQ G: fW fˆ(u), where fˆ(u) ¥ G is
given by f(u)=ufˆ(u).
If w ¥A and A ¥ TwA we define the derivative HŒ(w) A to be
“
“s|s=0H(ws) if sW ws is such that (s, p)W ws(p) is smooth and w0=w
and ““s|s=0 ws(p)=A(p) for all p ¥ P. As already noted in (2.6), HŒ(w) A
exists, is independent of the choice of the path sW ws, and is linear in A.
Theorem 4.1. The mapH has the following properties:
(1) H:A0(G)QP−1(e) is surjective and G−G-equivariant
(2) H induces a bijectionA0(G)/GQP−1(e)/G
(3) if w ¥A0 and A ¥ TwA0, HŒ(w) A is tangent to the G-orbit
throughH(w) if and only if A ¥ c −w(G)
(4) if A˜ is tangent to a smooth path in P−1(e) at H(w), where
w ¥A0(G), then A˜=HŒ(w) A for some A ¥ TwA0(G).
Item (3) is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.9 of [25]. The injectivity
part of Item (2) follows from Proposition 3.5 of [25]. Item (4) is proven
along the lines of Corollary 4.2(a), (b) in [25] where the case “S=” is
covered, and we leave the details for the present context to the Appendix
(Theorem A1 proves Item (1), as well as Item (4)).
Note that Item (2) identifies the moduli space of flat connections
A0(G)/G with P−1(e)/G:
M0(G)=def A0(G)/G=P−1(e)/G.(4.4)
As a consequence we have:
Corollary 4.2. There is a unique 2-form Wo, G on P−1(e) … G2g×G
such that
HgWo, G=WG.(4.5)
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The space P−1(e) is, in general, not a submanifold of G2g×G. In the
corollary above, by 2-form we understand (for the moment) only a func-
tion on pairs of vectors tangent (at a common point) to smooth paths in
G2g×G lying entirely on P−1(e).
5. EXPLICIT FORMULA FOR Wo, G
Recall that p1(S, o) is generated by loops A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg, C1, ..., Cr
satisfying the relation (4.1). A convenient notation for the holonomies of a
connection w around these generating loops is
h(A1; w)=a1, h(B1; w)=a2, h(A¯1; w)=a3=
def
a−11 , ... .
With this as motivation, we shall write a typical element a ¥ G2g+r as
a=({aj}j ¥ J, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r), where J is the indexing set
J=def {1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}.
Explicitly,
a=(a1, a2, a5, a6, ..., a4g−3, a4g−2, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r).
Then we set
a3=a
−1
1 , a4=a
−1
2 , ..., a4g−1=a
−1
4g−3, a4g=a
−1
4g−2.
i.e., we set
aj+2=
def
a−1j for all j ¥ J.
Next, we write the components of a tangent vector aH ¥ Ta(G2g×G r) as
ajHj, with j running over J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r}. Then we set
Hj+2=−Ad(aj) Hj
for j ¥ J.
Theorem 5.1. Let a ¥P−1(e) … G2g×G and aH (1), aH (2) ¥ Ta(G2g×G)
vectors tangent, at a, to smooth paths in G2g×G lying entirely on P−1(e).
Then
Wo, G(aH (1), aH (2))
=12 C
4g+r
i, j=1
eijOf
−1
i−1H
(1)
i , f
−1
j−1H
(2)
j Pg
¯
+12 C
r
k=1
O(Ad c−1k −1)
−1 C (1)k , (Ad ck−Ad c
−1
k )(Ad c
−1
k −1) C
(2)
k Pg
¯
,
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where we have taken a=({aj}j ¥ J, c1, ..., cr) and set C
(i)
k =H
(i)
4g+k, and
eij=˛1 if i < j0 if i=j
−1 if i > j.
(5.1)
The details of the proof are presented in the Appendix. The proof uses
the following strategy:
• consider two smooth paths [0, 1]Q G2g×G : tW a (i)(t), for i=1, 2,
lying entirely on P−1(e), which are tangent at a=a (i)(0) to the vectors
aH (1) and aH (2), respectively;
• construct two paths tW w (i)t , with i=1, 2, in A
0(G) such that
H(w (i)t )=a
(i)
t ;
• evaluate WG(A1, A2), where A i is the vector in TwA tangent to the
path tW w (i)t at t=0.
For the second step mentioned above, the construction of flat connec-
tions with specified holonomies is described in detail in the Appendix.
6. THE 2-FORMS Wo, G AND W¯G
Let G=G1× · · · ×Gr, where each Gi is a conjugacy class in G. We shall
define a 2-form Wo, G on G2g×G and prove that it induces a symplectic
structure W¯G on an appropriate subset of the moduli spaceM0(G).
Recall the map
P: G2g×GQ G : (a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)(6.1)
W cr ...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag ...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.
It will be convenient to view G2g×G as being a subset of G4g×G by
means of the injection
F: G2g×GQ G4g×G : (a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c)(6.2)
W (a1, b1, a
−1
1 , b
−1
1 , ..., ag, bg, a
−1
g , b
−1
g , c).
To encourage this view, and for reasons explained in the previous section,
we will write a typical point of G2g×G as
a=(a1, a2, a5, a6, ..., a4g−3, a4g−2, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r).
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Then we shall write
aj+2=a
−1
j if j ¥ J=
def {1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}.(6.3)
With this convention there will be no confusion if the same letter a is
used to denote both a point in G2g×G and its image in G4g×G. Continuing
this convention, we write a vector in Ta(G2g×G) as aH, where
H=({Hj}j ¥ J, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r) and define
Hj+2=
def −Ad(aj) Hj for j ¥ J.(6.4)
Thus
F({aj}j ¥ J, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r)=(a1, a2, ..., a4g+r)(6.5)
and
Fg(a({Hj}j ¥ J, H4g+1, ..., H4g+r))=(a1H1, ..., a4g+rH4g+r).(6.6)
Using the map P˜
P˜: G4g×GQ G : aW a4g+r ...a1(6.7)
we have
P=P˜ p F.(6.8)
We also use the shorthand
fi=Ad(ai ...a1)(6.9)
for i ¥ {1, 2, ..., 4g+r}, and f0=1, the identity on g
¯
. Thus
dP˜(H)= C
4g+r
i=1
f−1i−1Hi.
If aH ¥ Ta(G2g×G) is tangent to P−1(e) then Fg(aH) is tangent to
P˜−1(e) and so
C
4g+r
i=1
f−1i−1Hi=0.(6.10)
The relationship (6.4) implies
f−1j+1Hj+2=−f
−1
j+2Hj for j ¥ J(6.11)
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and
C
4g
i=1
(Ad(ai)+1) Hi=0.(6.12)
With these observations in place, and consistent with Theorem 5.1, we
proceed to the definition of the 2-form Wo, G:
Definition 6.1. We define the 2-form Wo, G on G2g×G as a sum of two
2-forms:
Wo, G=W
1
o, G+pr
g
Gnr.(6.13)
Here prG: G2g×GQ G is the projection on the second factor. The 2-form
W1o, G on G
2g×G is defined on vectors aH (1), aH (2) ¥ Ta(G2g×G) by
W1o, G(aH
(1), aH (2))=12 C
4g+r
i, j=1
eijOf
−1
i−1H
(1)
i , f
−1
j−1H
(2)
j Pg
¯
,(6.14)
where
eij=˛1 if i < j0 if i=j
−1 if i > j.
(6.15)
The 2-form nr on G is given by
nr(cC(1), cC(2))=
1
2 C
r
k=1
O(Ad c−1k −1)
−1 C (1)k , (Ad ck−Ad c
−1
k )(6.16)
(Ad c−1k −1)
−1 C (2)k Pg
¯
.
Note that Wo, G is invariant under the conjugation of G on G2g×G.
It is useful to note the following simple identities:
Ad ak−Ad a
−1
k =(Ad ak−1)(1+Ad a
−1
k )
=−(1+Ad ak)(Ad a
−1
k −1).(6.17)
For example, this implies that the right side of (6.16) is well-defined (inde-
pendent of the choices made for (Ad c−1k −1)
−1 C). See the definition of n in
(2.18) and comments made in that context.
We begin our study of Wo, G with an identity.
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Lemma 6.2. Let a ¥P−1(e) … G2g×G and ca: GQP−1(e): xW xax−1 be
the orbit map of the conjugation action of G on P−1(e) … G2g×G. Then for
any aH ¥ Ta(G2g×G) and X ¥ g
¯
,
Wo, G(aH, c
−
aX)=OdPa(aH), XPg
¯
.(6.18)
Proof. Lets start with the 2-form W˜1o, G on G
4g×G defined by the right
side of (6.14). Then W1o, G=F
gW˜1o, G.
Denoting by ca: GQ G4g×G: xW xax−1 also the orbit map through
a ¥ G4g×G, we have, for any X ¥ g
¯
, and a ¥ P˜−1(e),
W˜1o, G(aH, c
−
aX)=
1
2 C
4g+r
i, j=1
eijOf
−1
i−1Hi, f
−1
j−1(Ad a
−1
j −1) XPg
¯
=12 C
4g+r
i, j=1
eijOf
−1
i−1Hi, (f
−1
j −f
−1
j−1) XPg
¯
(6.19)
=7 C4g+r
i=1
f−1i−1Hi, X8
g
¯
− 12 C
4g+r
i=1
O(Ad ai+1) Hi, XPg
¯
.(6.20)
Recognizing that O;4g+ri=1 f−1i−1Hi, XPg
¯
is dP˜a(aH) and using (6.12) to see
that the first 4g terms of the sum ;4g+ri=1 O(Ad ai+1) Hi, XPg
¯
add up to
zero, we have
W˜1o, G(aH, c
−
aX)=OdP˜a(aH), XPg
¯
− 12 C
4g+r
i=4g+1
O(Ad ai+1) Hi, XP.(6.21)
Then
W1o, G(aH, c
−
aX)=(F
gW˜1o, G)(aH, c
−
aX)(6.22)
=OdPa(aH), XPg
¯
− 12 C
4g+r
i=4g+1
O(Ad ai+1) Hi, XP
for any a ¥P−1(e), X ¥ g
¯
, and H ¥ g
¯
2g+r such that aH ¥ Ta(G2g×G).
Next, for c=(c1, ..., cr) ¥ G and X, C ¥ g
¯
r such that cC ¥ TcG,
nr(cC, (Ad c−1−1) X)=
1
2 C
4r
k=1
O(Ad c−1k −1)
−1Ck, (Ad ck−Ad c
−1
k ) XPg
¯
(6.23)
=12 C
4r
k=1
OCk, (1+Ad c
−1
k ) XPg
¯
by (6.17)
=12 C
4r
k=1
O(1+Ad ck) Ck, XPg
¯
.
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This, with c=(a4g+1, ..., a4g+r), cancels the last term on the right in (6.22)
and yields the desired relation (6.18). L
A direct consequence of the preceding result is that Wo, G induces a 2-
form W¯G on P−1(e)/G.
Proposition 6.3. Assume that G is such that P−1(e) is a smooth sub-
manifold of G2g×G and suppose that O is a non-empty subset of P−1(e)/G
such that O is a manifold and the quotient map q:P−1(e)QP−1(e)/G is a
submersion over O. Then there is a unique 2-form W¯G on O such that
qgW¯G=(Wo, G |P−1(e)), and W¯G is smooth.
7. W¯G IS CLOSED
We turn next to showing that W¯G is closed.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose G is such that P−1(e) is a submanifold of
G2g×G and that there is a non-empty subset O of P−1(e)/G over which
P−1(e)QP−1(e)/G is a submersion. Then the 2-form W¯G, defined on O, is
closed, i.e., dW¯G=0.
Proof. It will suffice to prove that dWo, G(X, Y, Z) is 0 when X, Y, Z are
in ker dPa for a ¥P−1(e). Consider the maps
y: G4g×G rQ G4g×G r: (a1, ..., a4g+r)W (a1, a2a1, ..., a4g+r ...a1)
and
F: G2g×G rQ G4g×G r: (a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c)
W (a1, b1, a
−1
1 , b
−1
1 , ..., ag, bg, a
−1
g , b
−1
g , c).
Let
Y=y p F: G2g+rQ G4g+r.(7.1)
Consider the two-form L on G4g+r given by (with Y0=Z0=0)
L(aY, aZ)=def 12 C
4g+r
i=1
[OYi−1, ZiPg
¯
−OYi, Zi−1Pg
¯
](7.2)
=12 C
4g+r
i, k=1
eikOYi−Yi−1, Zk−Zk−1P.(7.3)
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Now for a ¥ G2g×G r and H ¥ g
¯
2g À g
¯
r, the i th component of Yg(aH) is
ai ; ij=1 f−1j−1Hj, where, as usual, fj=Ad(aj ...a1), and, as before, a is taken
as ({aj}j ¥ J, a4g+1, ..., a4g+r), with J={1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}, and we
have set aj+2=a
−1
j for j ¥ J and Hj+2=−Ad ajHj.
So YgL, restricted to G2g×G, is the 2-form W1o, G (see (6.14)). So
Wo, G=(YgL) | (G2g×G)+pr
g
Gnr.(7.4)
The expression (7.2) shows that L is a left-invariant two-form on G4g×G r
and so d L is also left-invariant, with its value at the identity e being given
by
d L(X, Y, Z)=X(L(aY, aZ))a=e−L([X, Y], Z)(7.5)
+cyclic permutationsXQ YQ ZQX
=−L([X, Y], Z)
+cyclic permutationsXQ YQ ZQX.
The argument for computing d L is taken from [16]. We have
−d L(X, Y, Z)=12 C
4g+r
i=1
(O[Xi−1, Yi−1], ZiPg
¯
−O[Xi, Yi], Zi−1Pg
¯
+O[Zi−1, Xi−1], YiPg
¯
−O[Zi, Xi], Yi−1Pg
¯
+O[Yi−1, Zi−1], XiPg
¯
−O[Yi, Zi], Xi−1Pg
¯
)
=12 C
4g+r
i=1
(O[Xi−1, Yi−1]−[Xi, Yi−1]−[Xi−1, Yi], ZiPg
¯
−O[Xi, Yi]−[Xi−1, Yi]−[Xi, Yi−1], Zi−1Pg
¯
)
=12 C
4g+r
i=1
O[Xi−Xi−1, Yi−Yi−1], Zi−Zi−1Pg
¯
− 12 O[X4g+r, Y4g+r], Z4g+rPg
¯
.
So
d(YgL)(aH, aK, aL)=12 75 C4g+r
i=1
f−1i−1Hi, C
4g+r
i=1
f−1j−1Kj6 , C4g+r
k=1
f−1k−1Lk8
g
¯
(7.6)
− 12 C
4g+r
i=1
O[f−1i−1Hi, f
−1
i−1Ki], f
−1
i−1LiPg
¯
.
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Now if aH, aK, aL are in ker dPa at a then (by (6.10))
C
4g+r
i=1
f−1i−1Hi=0
and similarly for K and L. Further, for j ¥ J={1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}
recall from (6.11) that f−1j+1Hj+2=−f
−1
j+2Hj. So
O[f−1j+1Hj+2, f
−1
j+1Kj+2], f
−1
j+1Lj+2P=−O[f
−1
j+2Hj, f
−1
j+2Kj], f
−1
j+2LjPg
¯
=−O[Hj, Kj], LjPg
¯
=−O[f−1j−1Hj, f
−1
j−1Kj], f
−1
j−1LjPg
¯
.
So, by (7.6), for aH, aK, aL in ker dPa,
d(YgL)(aH, aK, aL)=−12 C
4g+r
i=4g+1
O[Hi, Ki], LiPg
¯
.(7.7)
Thus, going back to the expression (7.4) for Wo, G, we have
dWo, G(aH, aK, aL)=−
1
2 C
4g+r
i=4g+1
O[Hi, Ki], LiPg
¯
(7.8)
+prgGdnr(cC
(1), cC (2), cC (3)),
where c=(a4g+1, a4g+2, ..., a4g+r) and C (1)=(H4g+1, ..., H4g+r), and
similarly for C (2), C (3).
The expression for dn obtained in (2.20) shows that the second term on
the right in (7.8) exactly cancels the first term ;4g+ri=4g+1 ( · · · ). So dWo, G is 0
on ker dPa. L
8. NON-DEGENERACY OF W¯G
Now we turn to showing that W¯G is non-degenerate. The argument
follows the general strategy used in [13]. We shall compute the Pfaffian
Pf(W¯G)=`det W¯G. The determinant, well-defined up to sign, is computed
in terms of orthonormal bases.
Denote by OdP é dPP the bilinear form on each tangent space
Ta(G2g×G) given by
OdP é dPP(X, Y)=OdPa(X), dPa(Y)P(8.1)
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for X, Y ¥ Ta(G2g×G). Then
OdP é dPP(H, K)= C
4g+r
i, j=1
Of−1i−1Hi, f
−1
j−1KjPg
¯
.(8.2)
Let WŒ be the 2-tensor on G2g×G given by
WŒ=Wo, G+12 OdP é dPP.(8.3)
In the following, determinants and Pfaffians are all absolute values of
usual determinants and Pfaffians.
Lemma 8.1. Let G be a conjugacy class in G r. Then
det WŒ=D
r
i=1
det(Ad c−1i −1)
−1,(8.4)
where (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G and (Ad c−1i −1)−1: L(Zci )
+ Q L(Zci )
+ , and L(Zci ) is
the Lie algebra of the centralizer Zci of ci.
[If some ci ¥ Z(G), we define det(Ad c−1i −1)−1 to be 1, and interpret WŒ
appropriately.]
Proof. The left-translated tangent space a−1Ta(G2g×G) is the orthogo-
nal direct sum g
¯
2g ÀÁ ri=1 (Ad c−1i −1)(g
¯
). Thus we can form a ‘‘block-
matrix’’ for Wo, G by setting
Wo, G(aH, aK)= C
i, j ¥ J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r}
OHi, WijKjP,(8.5)
where J={1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2} indexes elements {aj}j ¥ J ¥ G2g. Here
Wij: g
¯
Q g
¯
, for i, j ¥ J and Wij: (Ad c−1j −1)(g
¯
)Q g
¯
for j ¥ {4g+1, ..., 4g+r}
and i ¥ J, and so forth. We define W −ij similarly for the 2-tensor WŒ of (8.3).
Since we know Wo, G explicitly, it is possible to work out the ‘‘matrix’’
[W −jk], with j, k running over J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r}. We omit the tedious
details (see [14, 23] for similar computations). The matrix for WŒ has the
upper triangular form,
WŒ=|D1 a a · · · · · · a0 D5 a · · · · · · a0 0 · · · · · · · · · a
x x x x x a
0 0 0 0 D4g−3 a
0 0 0 0 0 Wœ
} ,(8.6)
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where Wœ=[W −4g+s 4g+t]1 [ s, t [ r and the diagonal block Dj, for j, j+1 ¥ J
(i.e., j ¥ {1, 5, ..., 4g−3}) is given by
Dj=
def 5 W −jj W −j j+1
W −j+1 j W
−
j+1 j+1
6(8.7)
=51−fj−1f−1j+2 fj−1f−1j +fj+2f−1j+3−fj−1f−1j+3
−fjf
−1
j+2 1−fjf
−1
j+3
6
=51−Ad(a−1j a−1j+1aj) Ad a−1j +Ad aj+1−Ad(a−1j a−1j+1ajaj+1)
−Ad(a−1j aj+1)
−1 1−Ad(a−1j+1ajaj+1)
6 .
This factorizes (as observed in [14]) as
Dj=−1a−1 00 b−1211 b
−1−1
0 1
210 −1
1 a−1
21a 0
0 b
2 ,
where a=Ad aj, b=Ad aj+1. Thus
det Dj=1.
So from (8.6)
det WŒ=1 D
j ¥ {1, 5, ..., 4g−3}
det Dj 2 det Wœ=det Wœ.(8.8)
The block Wœ=[W −st]4g+1 [ s, t [ 4g+r is also upper-triangular with diagonal
blocks W −ss specified by
OHs, W
−
ssKsP=−O(Ad a
−1
s −1)
−1Hs, KsP.
So
det W −ss=det(Ad a
−1
s −1)
−1,(8.9)
where (Ad a−1s −1)
−1: L(Zas )
+ Q L(Zas )
+ , this being the orthogonal
complement of the Lie algebra of the centralizer Zas of as.
So, by (8.8) and (8.9),
det WŒ= D
4g+r
s=4g+1
det(Ad a−1s −1)
−1(8.10)
L
Next we determine Pf(W¯G).
Recall from Theorem 4.1 that the moduli space M0(G) of flat connec-
tions is identifiable with P−1(e)/G.
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The following observation (from [8, 13] for closed surfaces) is of interest
in this context: for any a ¥ G2g×G,
ker dc −a=ker dP
g
a .(8.11)
This follows by noting that dPa=; j ¥ J (f−1j−1−f−1j+2)+; rk=1 f−14g+k, and
this readily shows that a vector belongs to the kernel of dPga if and only if
it commutes with each ai, i.e., it belongs to ker c
−
a.
Lemma 8.2. Let a ¥P−1(e) and split Ta(G2g×G) as an orthogonal direct
sum
Ta(G2g×G)=dP
g
a (g
¯
)+c −a(g
¯
)+TaM0(G),(8.12)
where TaM0(G) is, by definition, the orthogonal complement of dP
g
a (g
¯
)+
c −a(g
¯
). Then, with respect to this decomposition, Wo, G has the ‘‘matrix’’ form
r a Q a−Q t 0 0
a 0 Wo, G | TaM0(G)
s ,
where Q is the bilinear map dPga (g
¯
)× c −a(g
¯
)Q R given by
Q(Y, c −a(X))=OdPa(Y), XP
and Q t is the map c −a(g
¯
)×dPga (g
¯
)Q R given by (basically) the same formula.
Proof. Since a ¥P−1(e) we have P p ca(x)=e for all x ¥ G, and so
dPga (g
¯
) and c −a(g
¯
) are orthogonal. By Lemma 6.2, we have
Wo, G(Y, c
−
a(X))=0 when Y ¥ ker dPa. Since dPga (g
¯
)+=ker dPa, this
explains the zeros in the second column of the matrix for Wo, G.
The top block Q in the second column is, by definition, the bilinear form
given by
Q(A, B)=def Wo, G(A, B) with B ¥ c −a(g
¯
), A ¥ dPga (g
¯
)(8.13)
and so, by Lemma 6.2,
Q(Y, c −a(X))=OdPa(Y), XP.(8.14)
The second block in the first column for Wo, G follows by skew-symmetry of
Wo, G. L
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For the quotient map
q:P−1(e)QP−1(e)/G 4M0(G)
assume that: (i) P−1(e) is a submanifold of G2g×G, (ii) there is an open
subset M0(G)0 of M0(G) 4P−1(e)/G which is a manifold, and (iii) q is a
submersion overM0(G)0. As we have seen before, there is a unique 2-form
W¯G onM0(G)0 with qgW¯G=Wo, G. The derivative qg: TaM0(G)Q Tq(a)M0(G)
is an isomorphism and we equip Tq(a)M0(G) with the metric which makes
qg an isometry.
Theorem 8.3. Let G be the conjugacy class of any (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G r, and
let a ¥P−1(e). Then
Pf(Wo, G | TaM0(G))=
det c −a | ker(c
−
a)
+
det dPga | ker(c
−
a)
+
3Dr
s=1
det(Ad c−1s −1)
−141/2.(8.15)
In particular, W¯G is non-degenerate onM
0(G)0.
Proof. In the decomposition of Ta(G2g×G) given in Lemma 8.2, the
sum c −a(g
¯
)+TaM0(G) is the orthogonal complement of dP
g
a (g
¯
), i.e., it is
ker dPa. Therefore, the ‘‘matrix’’ for
1
2 OdPa é dPaP has the form
ra 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
s .(8.16)
Recall that
WŒ=Wo, G+12 OdP é dPP.
Thus the matrix for WŒ is of the form
r a Q a−Q t 0 0
a 0 qgW¯G
s(8.17)
and so
det WŒ=(det Q)2 detW¯G.(8.18)
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So, using the value of det WŒ obtained in Lemma 8.1, we have
Pf(W¯G)=(det Q)−1 3Dr
s=1
det(Ad c−1s −1)
−141/2,(8.19)
where c=(c1, ..., cr) ¥ G. By the property of Q given in (8.14),
det Q=
det dPga
det c −a
,(8.20)
where dPga and c
−
a are restricted to (ker dP
g
a )
+=(ker c −a)
+ . Using this in
Eq. (8.19) gives the desired expression (8.15) for Pf(W¯G). L
Thus we have proven that W¯G is a symplectic form.
9. VOLUME OFM0(G)
Recall that G is a compact, connected, semisimple Lie group whose Lie
algebra g
¯
is equipped with an Ad-invariant metric O · , ·Pg
¯
. We are working
with a compact, connected, oriented 2-dimensional manifold S of genus g
and having r boundary components.
Our goal is:
Theorem 9.1. Assume that g > 1. For a ‘‘generic’’ conjugacy class G
containing a point of D, the volume of M0(G)0 relative to the symplectic
structure W¯G is
#Z(G)
vol(G)2g+r−2
vol(T) r
D
r
i=1
`Fi C
a
qa(c1)...qa(cr)
(dim a)2g+r−2
,(9.1)
where (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G, a runs over the irreducible representations of G, T is
any maximal torus in G, and Fi=det(1−Ad c
−1
i ) | L(Z(ci))
+ , where
L(Z(ci))+ is the orthogonal complement of the Lie algebra of the centralizer
Z(ci) of ci.
A conjugacy class G is termed ‘‘generic’’ here if it is of maximal type,
P: G2g×GQ G is a submersion at every point of P−1(e), and there is a
dense open subset P−1(e)0 of P−1(e) on which the isotropy group of the
conjugacy action of G is Z(G). As before, M0(G)0 is the subset of
M0(G) 4P−1(e)/G corresponding to P−1(e)0/G. Justification of use of the
term ‘‘generic’’ is provided by Proposition 9.7. However, other formula-
tions are possible and the condition g > 1 could also be relaxed.
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The strategy uses Witten’s idea of obtaining volumes of this type as
limits of partition functions.
Let Qt(x) be the heat kernel on the group G. This is a smooth function
of (t, x) ¥ (0,.)×G having the following properties: (i) >G Qt(x) dx=1,
where dx is Haar measure of unit mass on G, (ii) limtQ 0 >G f(x) Qt(x) dx=
f(e) for every continuous function f on G, and (iii) “Qt(x)/“t=12 DGQt(x),
where DG is the Laplacian with respect to the chosen Ad-invariant inner-
product on g
¯
. It is known that for any neighborhood U of the identity in G,
limt a 0 supx ¨ U Qt(x)=0.
The following disintegration formula is a special case of [24, Proposition
3.1]:
Lemma 9.2. Let CP be the set of critical points of the map
P: G2g×GQ G. Then for any continuous function f on G2g×G which is zero
in a neighborhood of CP, the function
hW F
P
−1(h)0CP
f
|det dPg|
ds
is continuous on G0P(CP). Moreover, for any t > 0,
F
G2g×G
fQt pP ds=F
G0P(CP)
5F
P
−1(h)0CP
f
|det dPg|
ds6 Qt(h) ds(h),(9.2)
where ds always denotes the Riemannian volume measure on the relevant
space.
Next we have
Lemma 9.3. Assume that the conjugacy class G in G r is such that e is a
regular value of the map P: G2g×GQ G. Let f be a continuous function on
G2g×G. Then
lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
f·Qt pP ds=vol(G) F
P
−1(e)
f
|det dPg|
ds.(9.3)
Proof. Since e is a regular value, so are all the points in a neighborhood
U of e. The left side of equation (9.3) is unaffected if f is assumed to be 0
off P−1(U), because limtQ 0 supx ¨ U Qt(x)=0. Thus we will assume that f
has compact support contained in P−1(U). By Lemma 9.2, the function
hW >P −1(h) (f/|det dPg|) ds is continuous (define it to be 0 when h is not a
regular value of P).
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Moreover (bearing in mind that dx is the unit–mass Haar measure),
F
G2g×G
f·Qt pP ds=vol(G) F
G
5F
P
−1(e)
f
det dPg
ds6 Qt(x) dx.(9.4)
Letting tQ 0, we obtain
lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
f(a) Qt(P(a)) ds(a)=vol(G) F
P
−1(e)
f
|det dPg|
ds.(9.5)
L
We shall also need the following result (essentially a consequence of
Lemma 9.2 above) from [24]:
Lemma 9.4. Let G be a Lie group acting smoothly and isometrically on a
Riemannian manifoldM:
G×MQM: (x, m)W cm(x)=xm.
Assume that there is a smooth structure on M/G such that the quotient map
q: MQM/G is a smooth submersion. If f is any G-invariant Borel function
onM, then
F
M
f dsM=F
M/G
f˜ vol(c(G)) dsM/G(9.6)
(either side existing if the other does) where vol(c(G)) is the function on
M/G whose value at any point is the Riemannian volume of the G-orbit over
that point.
Thus if G is compact, and the isotropy group of the G-action is everywhere
Z(G), and Z(G) is discrete, and if the Lie algebra g
¯
of G is equipped with an
Ad-invariant metric, then
F
M
f dsM=
vol(G)
#Z(G)
F
M/G
f˜ |det dc| dsM/G(9.7)
(either side existing if the other does) where s denotes Riemannian volume on
the appropriate spaces, and f˜ is the function onM/G induced by f.
Let dGc be the unit-mass conjugation invariant Borel measure on G.
Taking the product of dGc with unit-mass Haar measure on G2g we obtain
a unit-mass measure da on G2g×G.
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Proposition 9.5. Let G be a conjugacy class in G r such that: (i) e is a
regular value of P: G2g×GQ G, and (ii) there is a dense open subset P−1(e)0
of P−1(e) such that the isotropy group of the conjugacy action of G on
P−1(e) is Z(G) at every point of P−1(e)0. Then for every continuous function
f: G2g×GQ R,
lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
f(a) Qt(P(a)) da(9.8)
=
1
vol(G)2g−2 vol(G) #Z(G)
5Dr
s=1
det((1−Ad c−1s ) | L(Zs)
+ )6 12
×F
M
0(G)0
f d volW¯G ,
where c ¥ G.
Proof. The Riemannian volume measure on G2g×G is vol(G)2g vol(G) da.
So, by Lemma 9.3,
lim
tQ 0
vol(G)2g vol(G) F
G2g×G
f(a) Qt(P(a)) da(9.9)
=vol(G) F
P
−1(e)
f
1
|det dPg|
ds
=vol(G) F
P
−1(e)0
f
1
|det dPg|
ds.
By Lemma 9.4, the last term in Eq. (9.9) equals
vol(G)2
#Z(G)
F
P
−1(e)0/G
f
det cŒ
|det dPg|
ds.
Then, by Theorem 8.3, this equals
vol(G)2
#Z(G)
F
M
0(G)0
f d volW¯G 5Dr
s=1
det(1−Ad c−1s )
−1 | L(Zcs )
+ 6−12
which implies the desired result. L
Now we can turn to the computation of the volume ofM0(G)0:
Proposition 9.6. Assume g > 1. Let G be a conjugacy class in G r such
that : (i) the identity e ¥ G is a regular value of P: G2g×GQ G, (ii) there is a
dense open subset P−1(e)0 of P−1(e) such that the isotropy group of the
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conjugacy action of G on P−1(e) is Z(G) at every point of P−1(e)0, and (iii)
G is a conjugacy class of maximal type (i.e., if c=(c1, ..., cr) ¥ G then
Z(c1), ..., Z(cr) are maximal tori in G). Then
volW¯G M
0(G)0=#Z(G)
vol(G)2g+r−2
vol(T) r
D
r
i=1
`Fi C
a
qa(c1)...qa(cr)
(dim a)2g+r−2
,(9.10)
where (c1, ..., cr) ¥ G, a runs over the irreducible representations of G, T is
any maximal torus in G, and Fi=det(1−Ad c
−1
i ) | L(Z(ci))
+ , where
L(Z(ci))+ is the orthogonal complement of the Lie algebra of the centralizer
Z(ci) of ci.
Proof. By Proposition 9.5, with f=1, we have
volW¯G (M
0(G)0)=vol(G)2g−2 vol(G) #Z(G) 3Dr
i=1
Fi 4−1/2(9.11)
× lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
Qt(P(a)) da.
If G=G1× · · ·Gr, and c=(c1, ..., cr) ¥ G, then each map GQ Gi:
xW xcix−1 induces a diffeomorphism fi: G/Z(ci)Q Gi, and so, since
dfi(x)=Ad(x)(Ad c
−1
i −1),
vol(Gi)=det {(Ad(c
−1
i )−1) | L(Zci )
+}=Fi vol(G/Zci )),(9.12)
where
Fi=
def det(Ad c−1i −1) | L(Zci )
+ .(9.13)
Now vol(G/Z(ci)) is vol(G)/vol(Zci ) (this is a special case of Lemma 9.4).
Since Zci is a maximal torus (denoted generically as) T, we have
vol(G)=
vol(G)r
vol(T) r
D
r
i=1
Fi.(9.14)
So
volW¯G (M
0(G)0)=#Z(G)
vol(G)2g+r−2
vol(T) r
D
r
i=1
`Fi lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
Qt(P(a)) da.
(9.15)
The limit in (9.15) can be evaluated by Witten’s method. First we have,
using the character expansion for Qt,
F
G2g×G
Qt(P(a)) da=C
a
e−Cat/2
(dim a)2g−1
F
G
qa(c) dGc,(9.16)
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where a runs over all irreducible representations of G. (See [22, Remark
6.4] for the full argument.)
Now
F
G
qa(y1...yr) dG y=F
Gr
qa(x1c1x
−1
1 ...xrcrx
−1
r ) dx1...dxr(9.17)
A useful formula here is [4, 4.17.3]
F
G
qa(aba−1c) da=
1
dim a
qa(b) qa(c).(9.18)
Using this repeatedly in (9.17), it follows that
F
G
qa(y1...yr) dG y=
1
(dim a) r−1
qa(c1)...qa(cr).(9.19)
Substituting this in (9.16) and using (see [17, Lemma 10.3]: I am grateful
to Professor Knapp for this)
C
a
1
(dim a)2g−2
<.(9.20)
(valid if g > 1) we have, by dominated convergence in the series sum (9.16),
lim
tQ 0
F
G2g×G
Qt(P(a)) da=C
a
1
(dim a)2g+r−2
qa(c1) · · ·qa(cr).(9.21)
Combining this with (9.15) we obtain the desired result. L
The following somewhat unwieldy result (which, doubtless, can be
improved) provides conjugacy classes which satisfy the hypotheses of the
preceding proposition. We shall use a number of density results proven
in [24].
Proposition 9.7. Suppose g, r \ 1. There is a dense open set U in G r−1
such that for each cg ¥U there is a set D (possibly depending on cg) of full
measure in G such that if G is the conjugacy class of c=(cg, cr) ¥ G r then the
hypotheses of Proposition 9.6 are fulfilled.
Proof. Choose any (c1, ..., cr−1) ¥ G r−1 in the set U of all points which
generate maximal tori in G r−1, and let Gi be the conjugacy class of ci. (If
r=1 ignore this step and all appearances of (c1, ..., cr−1) below.)
Consider the map
p1: G2g×G1× · · ·Gr−1 Q G: (x, c
−
1, ..., c
−
r−1)W c
−
r−1 ...c
−
1Kg(x),
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where Kg: G2gQ G is the usual product commutator map specified by
Kg(a1, b1, ..., ag, bg)=b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.
Since Kg is surjective (see, for example, [26, Lemma 4.2.3] for a proof; this
uses semisimplicity of G), p1 is surjective. So by Sard’s theorem, the regular
values of p1 form a dense open subset D1 of G (see the proof of Lemma 4.2
in [24] for a detailed argument). Next, there is a dense open subset D2 of G
such that for each cr ¥D2, Z(cr) is a maximal torus in G. Further, by
Lemma 4.1(iii) of [24], there is a dense open subset of G2g where the iso-
tropy group of the conjugation action of G is Z(G). Hence there is such a
dense open subset also of G2g×G1× · · ·Gr−1. Then, by Corollary 3.2 of
[24], there is a subset D3 of full measure in G such that for each y ¥D3,
p−11 (y) has a dense open subset p
−1
1 (y)0 on which the isotropy group of the
G-conjugation action is Z(G). Let
D0=D1 5D2 5D3, D=D0 5D−10 ,(9.22)
cr ¥D, and Gr the conjugacy class of cr. We claim that for
P: G2g×G1× · · · ×Gr Q G, P−1(e) has all the desired properties.
Since P(y, x)=xr p1(y), we have
P−1dP=p−11 dp1+Ad(p1)
−1 x−1r dxr.
So P is a submersion at every point of P−1(e), because if (y, xr) ¥P−1(e)
then, replacing y by a conjugate if necessary, y ¥ p−11 (c−1r ) and so p1 is
submersive at y (because cr ¥D1).
Next we show that P−1(e) has a dense open subset on which the isotropy
group of the G-action is Z(G).
The mapping f: G×p−11 (c
−1
r )QP
−1(e): (x, y)W (xyx−1, xcrx−1) is a
smooth surjection. If tW (y(t), cr(t)) is a smooth path lying on P−1(e)
then there is a smooth path tW x(t) ¥ G such that cr(t)=x(t) crx(t)−1, and
so f(x(t), x(t)−1y(t) x(t))=(y(t), cr(t)); in particular, f is a submersion.
Let A be the set of points in p−11 (c
−1
r ) where the isotropy group is Z(G).
Then, since cr ¥D3, the interior A0 is dense in p−11 (c−1r ), and so G×A0 is a
dense open subset of G×p−11 (c
−1
r ). Then f(G×A
0) is dense in P−1(e).
Since f is submersive, f(G×A0) is open. So f(G×A0) is a dense open
subset of P−1(e). From the way A0 and f are defined, it follows that the
isotropy group at each point of f(G×A0) is Z(G). L
10. THE QUANTUM THEORY AND ITS CLASSICAL LIMIT
In this section we assume that S is a compact connected Riemannian
2-manifold with boundary “S having r \ 1 components “1S, ..., “rS. Note
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that we are not assuming that S is orientable or that G is semisimple. Fix
basepoints on each boundary component “iS. Let G1, ..., Gr be conjugacy
classes in G, G=G1× · · · ×Gr, and A(G) the set of all w ¥A for which
(h(“1S; w), ..., h(“rS; w)) ¥ G, where h(“iS; w) is the holonomy of w
around the loop “iS. We are interested in a probability measure mGt (here
t > 0) onA(G) given by the formal expression
dmGt (w)=
1
Zt(G)
e−
SYM(w)
t D
r
i=1
dGi (h(“iS; w)) [Dw],(10.1)
where SYM:AQ R: wW
1
2 >S |Fw|2g
¯
ds (Fw is the curvature of w and ds is
the Riemannian area-measure on S) is the Yang-Mills action, [Dw] is the
informal ‘‘Lebesgue measure’’ on A pushed down to A/G, dGi a ‘‘delta-
function,’’ and Zt(G) a ‘‘normalizing constant.’’
There is a rigorously meaningful measure mGt which corresponds, in a
reasonable sense, to the expression (10.1). We will simply sketch the con-
struction and state some properties here.
Let q: DQ S be the realization of S as a quotient of the closed unit disk
D obtained by identifying certain pairs of arcs on “D. Let DL and DU be,
respectively, the lower and upper (closed) halves of D, and let HL be a
Hilbert-Schmidt closure of L2(DL, ds) and HR that of L2(DR, ds), where
ds is the area measure induced by q from that on S.
Let
S=HL×HR×Gk×G,(10.2)
where k=2g (genus of S) if S is oriented, and if S is unorientable then k
is specified by the requirement that p1(S) be generated by loops
A1, ..., Ak, C1, ..., Cr subject to the relation
Cr · · ·C1 ·A
2
k · · ·A
2
1=I.
Then
• there is a probability measure mGt defined on the Borel s–algebra of
S which can be constructed using the formal expression (10.1)
• for each ‘‘good’’ loop o on the surface S, based at o, there is a
mGt –almost-everywhere well-defined G-valued random variable wW h(o; w),
which is the extension of the usual notion of holonomy; the random vari-
able h(o; w) is defined by interpreting the usual differential equation of
parallel transport as a Stratonovich stochastic differential equation (this
idea is due to L. Gross)
• let ct be the Gaussian measure, of ‘‘variance’’ t, ‘‘on’’ HL×HR, and l
the unit-mass measure on Gk×G invariant under the action of G (transla-
tion on Gk and conjugation on G); then mGt is defined by conditioning the
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product measure ct×l so that the (stochastic) holonomies around the
generating loops of p1(S, o) satisfy the geometrically imposed relationship
between curvature and holonomies. Thus, in particular, the measure mGt is
concentrated on an infinite-dimensional ‘‘submanifold’’ of S.
A ‘‘good’’ curve on S is made up of the projection on S of radial and
cross-radial segments on D. A ‘‘good triangulation’’ of S is a triangulation
which is obtained by projecting by q onto S a triangulation of D consisting
of radial and cross-radial segments. Let o=q(O), where O is the center of
the disk D. Let Qt be the heat kernel function on G (see the description
after Theorem 9.1). Then we have the following result on expectation
values with respect to mGt :
Theorem 10.1. Let o1, ..., on be loops on S, all based at o, composed of
oriented 1-simplices of a good triangulation T of S. Let f be a bounded
measurable function on Gn. Then, for any conjugacy class G in G r,
F f(h(o1; w), ..., h(on; w)) dmGt (w)(10.3)
=
1
Nt(G)
F
Gm×G
f(x(o1), ..., x(on)) D
r
i=1
d(x(“iS) c−1i )
·D
m
j=1
Qt |Dj|(x(“Dj)) dxe1 ...dxeN dGc,
where {D1, ..., Dm} are the oriented 2-simplices of the triangulation,
e1, e¯1, ..., eM, e¯M the edges, |Dj | is the area of Dj, and dGc is the unit-mass
conjugation-invariant measure on G … G r. The notation x(o) means
x(bn)...x(b1), if o=bn...b1, where b1, ..., bn are oriented 1-simplices. The
presence of the delta-functions has to be interpreted as follows: for each “iS,
for any one particular edge egi on “iS, x(egi ) should be replaced by the value
which makes x(“iS)=ci, and the integration over dx(egi ) dropped. The
normalizing constant Nt(G) is given by
Nt(G)=˛FG2g×G Qt|S|(cr...c1b−1g a−1g bgag...b−11 a−11 b1a1) da1...dbgdG1c1...dGrcrif S is oriented of genus g;FGk×G Qt|S|(cr...c1a2k...a21) da1...dak...dG1c1...dGrcr
if S is unorientable and p1(S) is generated
by A1, ..., Ak, C1, ..., Cr subject to
Cr...C1AkAk...A1A1=I, the identity in p1(S) .
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Next we have the following result on the limit of mGt , as tQ 0, for the
case S is orientable. The term ‘‘generic’’ for the conjugacy class G is to be
understood in the sense that G is such that : (i) e is a regular value of P, (ii)
P−1(e) has a dense open subset P−1(e)0 on which the isotropy of the
G-conjugation action is Z(G), (iii) if c=(c1, ..., cr) ¥ G then Z(ci) is a
maximal torus for each i.
Theorem 10.2. Assume that S is oriented of genus > 1, and G is semi-
simple. Then for a generic conjugacy class G in G r, and for any continuous
function f on Gn which is invariant under the conjugation action of G,
lim
tQ 0
F f(h(o1; w), ..., h(on; w)) dmGt (w)(10.4)
=
1
volW¯G (M
0(G)0)
F
M(G)0
f(h(o1; w), ..., h(on; w)) d volW¯G (w).
The proof is a direct extension from the case when “S has only one
component [23, Theorem 8.3].
11. THE DISCRETE YANG–MILLS MEASURE AND
ITS CLASSICAL LIMIT
LetT be any triangulation of the surface S. Let ET={e1, e¯1, ..., eM, e¯M}
be the set of all oriented edges of T and {D1, ..., Dm} be the set of posi-
tively oriented 2-simplices of S. We pick positive numbers t, |D1 |, ..., |Dn |.
Denote by VT the set of all vertices ofT.
LetAT be the set of all maps
x: ET Q G
such that x(e¯j)=x(ej)−1 for each ej ¥ ET. Let AT(G) be the set of those
x ¥AT for which x(“iS) ¥ Gi for i=1, ..., r, where G=G1× · · ·Gr is a
conjugacy class in G r. Clearly, AT is a discrete (lattice) version of A, and
AT(G) that ofA(G).
Let nTt be the discrete Yang–Mills measure onAT(G), specified by
F
AT(G)
f dnTt =F f(x) D
n
k=1
Qt |Dk|(x(“Dk)) D
r
i=1
d(x(“iS) c−1i ) dx dGc.(11.1)
(See Theorem 10.1 for the meaning of the delta functions.)
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Thus Theorem 10.1 can be restated (with hypotheses as before) as
F f(h(o1; w), ..., h(on; w)) dmGt (w)(11.2)
=
1
nTt (AT)
F
AT
f(x(o1), ..., x(on)) dn
T
t (x).
The discrete analog ofA0(G) is
A0T(G)=
def {x: x(“Dj)=e, for i=1, ..., n}(11.3)
and that of the group G is
GT=
def {all maps f: VT Q G}.(11.4)
This is a group acting onA0T(G) by
(f, x)W xf : xf(e)=f(i)−1x(e) f(f),
where e is the oriented 1–simplex running from i to f.
Then
A0T(G)/GT 4M0(G) 4P−1(e)/G.
Replacing T by an isomorphic copy if necessary, there is a subdivision
of T which contains loops A1, ..., Bg, C1, ..., Cr, all based at some vertex o,
such that the map
AT Q G2g+r: xW (x(A1), ..., x(Bg), x(C1), ..., x(Cr))
induces a bijection
A0T(G)/GT 4P−1(e)/G 4M0(G),(11.5)
where P: G2g×GQ G is the usual map
P(a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)=cr...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.
Assume that G is such that P is a submersion at each point of P−1(e) and
P−1(e) has a dense open subset P−1(e)0 on which the isotropy of the
conjugation action of G is Z(G).
Then (11.5) induces a symplectic structure, again denoted W¯G on the
corresponding dense open subsetA0T(G)
0/GT ofA
0
T(G)/GT.
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Theorem 11.1. Assume that G is such that P is a submersion at each
point of P−1(e), and that P−1(e) has a dense open subset P−1(e)0 on which
the isotropy of the conjugation action of G is Z(G). With notation and
hypotheses as above, and f a GT-invariant function onAT(G),
lim
tQ 0
F
AT(G)
f dnTt =F
A
0
T (G)
0/GT
f˜ d volW¯G ,(11.6)
where f˜ is the function onA0(G)/GT induced by f.
The proof is a straightforward extension of the case r=1, which is
treated in Section 8 of [23].
APPENDIX A
Our goal is to prove Theorem 5.1 which gives the explicit form of the
symplectic structure on the moduli space of flat connections.
Construction of Flat Connections
As a first step we will construct flat connections with specified holono-
mies. The construction is an extension of the one described in [25] for the
case of closed orientable surfaces.
Our goal is not merely to demonstrate the existence of flat connections
with specified holonomies but to construct smooth paths of flat connections
corresponding to smooth paths of holonomies.
We work with a compact oriented surface S of genus g and “S having r
components. Let
P(a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)=cr...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1;
we view P as a map G2g×G rQ G, and sometimes (when so stated) as
G2g×GQ G.
Let
eW (a1(e), b1(e), ..., ag(e), bg(e), c1(e), ..., cr(e)) ¥P−1(e)
be a C. path, e running over an interval containing 0. We will construct
flat connections we over S whose holonomies around a set of basic loops
will be a1(e), ..., cr(e).
Let D={(x, y) ¥ R2 : x2+y2 [ 1} be the unit disk and consider the path
tW xt=(cos 2pt, sin 2pt), 0 [ t [ 1
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tracing out “D. Let ti=i/(4g+r), i ¥ {0, 1, ..., 4g+r}, and consider the
arcs Ki=x | [ti−1, ti], for i ¥ {1, ..., 4g+r}, making up “D.
The surface S is obtained by a quotient map q: DQ S which identifies
certain arcs on “D; specifically, K1 is identified linearly with K¯3, K2 with
K¯4, ..., K4g−3 with K¯4g,
q(xt)=q(xtŒ) whenever t ¥ [tj−1, tj], tŒ ¥ [tj+1, tj+2],
with t− tj−1=tj+2−tŒ,
where j ¥ J=def {1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}.
We name
A1=K
−
1, B1=K
−
2, A2=K
−
5, B2=K
−
6, ...,(A.1)
Ag=K
−
4g−3, Bg=K
−
4g−2
C1=K
−
4g+1, ..., Cr=K
−
4g+r.(A.2)
Then A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg generate p1(S, o) subject to the relation
Cr · · ·C1B¯gA¯gBgAg · · · B¯1A¯1B1A1=identity in p1(S, o).
We split S into two overlapping open sets
U=def {q(rxt): 0 [ r < 1, t ¥ [0, 1]}
and
V=def {q(rxt): 1 \ r > 1/2, t ¥ [0, 1]}.
We will construct a transition function s : U 5 VQ G which will specify the
bundle.
It will be useful to associate to each point (a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)
¥ G2g+r the point (a1, b1, a−11 , b−11 , ..., ag, bg, a−1g , b−1g , c1, ..., cr) ¥ G4g+r. In
this vein we set
a1(e)=a1(e), a2(e)=b1(e), a3(e)=a1(e)−1, a4(e)=b1(e)−1,
a4g−3(e)=ag(e), a4g−2(e)=bg(e), a4g−1(e)=ag(e)−1, a4g(e)=bg(e)−1,
... a4g+1(e)=c1(e), ..., a4g+r(e)=cr(e).
Then a4g+r(e)...a1(e)=e for every e > 0.
Let
J=def {1, 2, 5, 6, ..., 4g−3, 4g−2}.
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Note that J has 2g elements,
J 2 (J+2)={1, 2, 3, ..., 4g}.
We will often view G2g as GJ.
Consider now a map t: R Q G satisfying:
(1) t is smooth
(2) t(t) has the constant value ai(0) · · ·a1(0) when t is near ti=
i
4g+r ,
and t(t)=e for t near 0
(3) t(t) t(tj−1)−1=t(tŒ) t(tj+2)−1 for j ¥ J, t ¥ [tj−1, tj], tŒ ¥ [tj+1 , tj+2],
tŒ−tj+1=tj−t
(4) t(t+1)=t(t) for every t ¥ R.
The existence of such t is readily verified.
Now define s: U 5 VQ G by
s: U 5 VQ G: q(rxt)W t(t).(A.3)
Construction of the Connections we
We shall construct connections we over S by specifying two g
¯
-valued
1-forms we, U over U and we, V over V, related by
we, V=Ad(s) we, U+sds−1 on U 5 V.(A.4)
For each i ¥ {1, ..., 4g+r}, choose a smooth function
fi: [ti−1, ti]Q [0, 1]
increasing from 0 near ti−1 to 1 near ti, and satisfying
fj+2(tŒ)=1−fj(t)(A.5)
if j ¥ J, t ¥ [tj−1, tj], tŒ ¥ [tj+1, tj+2], and tŒ−tj+1=tj−t (recall that
q(xt)=q(xtŒ) for such t and tŒ). Define
t(0, e)=e
and, recursively,
t(t, e)=def t(t) t(tj−1)−1 aj(0)−1 aj(fj(t) e) t(tj−1, e)(A.6)
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for t ¥ [tj−1, tj], j ¥ J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r} and, having defined t(s, e) for
s ¥ [0, tj+1], where j, j+1 ¥ J, we set
t(tŒ, e)=def t(t, e) t(tj, e)−1 t(tj+1, e)(A.7)
for tŒ ¥ [tj+1, tj+2], j ¥ J with tj−t=tŒ−tj+1. This is to ensure that
t(tŒ, e) t(tj+1, e)−1=t(t, e) t(tj)−1. [Thus (A.7) is consistent if tŒ=tj+1 and
t=tj.] Then t(t, e)=e for t near 0, and t(t, e) is constant for t near the
end points of the intervals [ti−1, ti]; the ‘‘nearness’’ here, being determined
by the behavior of t(t) and fj (and not by aj), is uniform in e. The expres-
sion (A.6) for t(t, e) shows that t(t, e) is constant for t near tj−1 and tj,
with j ¥ J. Then (A.7) shows that t(tŒ, e) is constant for tŒ near tj+1 and
tj+2, with j ¥ J. Then t(t, e) is constant whenever t ¥ [0, 1] is near (uni-
formly in e) any of the ti. Furthermore, since each ai(e) depends smoothly
on e, it follows that
t(t, e) is C. in (t, e).
It follows from (A.7) and (A.6) that
t(tk, e)=ak(e) · · ·a1(e)
for all 1 [ k [ 4g+r.
Let
ce: UQ G
be defined by
ce(q(rxt))=
def
t(t)−1 t(t, f(r) e),
where f: [0, 1]Q [0, 1] is a smooth function, 0 near r=0 and equal to 1
for r \ 12 . Then ce is a smooth function on U, constant when t is near any of
the ti and r \ 1/2. We set
we, U=
def −dce · c
−1
e(A.8)
and define we, V on U 5 V by requiring that
we, V=Ad(s) we, U+sds−1 on U 5 V.(A.9)
This g
¯
-valued 1-form does indeed extend smoothly (and uniquely) to a
g
¯
-valued 1-form we, V on all of V. [Condition (A7) guarantees consistency
on “D. See Eq. (4.14b) in [25] for details.]
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Combining all the constructions above, we conclude that there is a prin-
cipal G-bundle p: PQ S (necessarily trivial because “S ]”) and a con-
nection we on P such that there are sections kU over U and kV over V with
kgUwe=we, U and k
g
Vwe=we, V.(A.10)
Moreover, we is flat (this follows directly from the expression for we, U).
Alternatively, and equivalently, given the bundle p: PQ S we have sec-
tions kU and kV, and, for each e, a flat connection we on P satisfying
Eqs. (A.10).
Let o=q(O), and u=kU(o). Recall the arc Ki on “D given by xt, with
t ¥ [ti−1, ti], and the loop K −i on S, based at o, given by q(L¯) q(Ki) q(L),
where L is the radius Ox0. Recall also from (A1) the relabelling of the
loops K −i as A1, B1, ..., Ag, Bg, C1, ..., Cr. Then the holonomy of we around
K −i, with initial point o, can be determined:
h(K −i; we)=ai(e).(A.11)
(For a detailed argument see [25, Eqs. (4.17) to (4.20a)], with X=0.)
For any w ¥A, let
H(w)=(h(A1; w), h(B1; w), ..., h(Ag; w), h(Bg; w), h(C1; w), ..., h(Cr; w)).
(A.12)
In the following, we use P as a map G2g+rQ G:
P: G2g+rQ G: (a1, b1, ..., ag, bg, c1, ..., cr)W cr...c1b
−1
g a
−1
g bgag...b
−1
1 a
−1
1 b1a1.
(A.13)
We then have, from the preceding constructions :
Theorem A.1. Let (0, 1)Q G2g+r: tW a(t) be a C. map such that
a(t) ¥P−1(e) for each t. Then there is a map
[0, 1]QA0: tW wt(A.14)
such that
(1) (t, p)W wt(p) is smooth, as a map [0, 1]×PQ L1P é g
¯(2) H(wt)=a(t) for every t ¥ [0, 1].
In particular, if G is a conjugacy class in G r and each a(t) belongs to
(P|G2g×G)−1 (e) then each wt ¥A0(G).
Since any two flat connections which have the same holonomies are
gauge equivalent (i.e., are on the same G-orbit), it follows that we can start
the path eW we off at any flat connection w0 ¥H−1(a(0)).
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Determination of the 2-Form W
Recall the 2-form Wo, G given in Eq. (6.13). Here G is a conjugacy class in
G r and we will be viewing P as a map G2g×GQ G.
Our goal is to show that the 2-form Wo, G on P−1(e) … G2g×G induces,
by pullback under the holonomy mapH:A0(G)QP−1(e), the 2-form WG.
To this end first we study the 2-form W.
Let H (1), H (2) ¥ TaP−1(e) and consider any C. paths eW a (1)(e) and
eW a (2)(e) in P−1(e) tangent at e=0 to H (1) and H (2), i.e.,
a (1)(0)−1a (1)Œ(0)=H(1) and a (2)(0)−1a (2)Œ(0)=H(2).
Let w (1)e and w
(2)
e be the flat connections as constructed above.
Now consider the path eW we of flat connections (as constructed above)
corresponding, via the holonomy map H to any path eW a(e) ¥P−1(e).
From the expression (A.8) for we, U, we have
“we, U
“e
:
e=0
=−d[f(r) t(t)−1 “2t(t, 0)].(A.15)
From (A.6) we have, for t ¥ [tj−1, tj], with j ¥ J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r},
t(t, 0)−1 “2t(t, 0)=fj(t) Ad t(tj−1)−1Hj+t(tj−1)−1 “2t(tj−1, 0),
where Hj=aj(0)−1 a
−
j(0). Using (A.7) we obtain (see (6.3d) in [25] for a
detailed proof)
t(t, 0)−1 “2t(t, 0)=fi(t) Ad(t−1i−1) Hi+Ad(t−1i−2) Hi−1+·· ·+Ad t−10 H1
(A.16)
where tk=t(tk) and Hk=ak(0)−1 a
−
k(0) for each k. Note that
Ad t−1k =f
−1
k , in our usual notation.
Returning to w (1)e and w
(2)
e , let
X (1)=
“w (1)e
“e
:
e=0
, X (2)=
“w (2)e
“e
:
e=0
.(A.17)
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Then, using (A.15) and Stokes’ theorem,
W(X (1), X (2))=F
S
OX (1)NX (2)P
=F
U
7“w (1)e, U
“e
:
e=0
N“w
(2)
e, U
“e
:
e=0
8
=F 1
0
7t(t)−1 “2t (1)(t, 0), ddt {t(t)−1 “2t (2)(t, 0)}8g
¯
dt
=
1
2
C
4g+r
i=1
OH (1)i , H
(2)
i Pg
¯
+ C
1 [ i < k [ 4g+r
Of−1i−1H
(1)
i , f
−1
k−1H
(2)
k Pg
¯
,
where fi=Ad(ai...a1), and in the last step we used (A.16).
Therefore, by skew-symmetry,
W(X (1), X (2))=12 C
1 [ i, k [ 4g+r
eikOf
−1
i−1H
(1)
i , f
−1
k−1H
(2)
k Pg
¯
.(A.18)
Determination of the Two-Forms rg1W
GI
“IS |A
0(G)
From the expression for we, U and the relationship with we, V, it follows
(see (4.14b) in [25] for a detailed argument) that
we, V=−
“t(t, e)
“t t(t, e)
−1 dt,(A.19)
where we are viewing dt as a 1-form on V (near the ‘‘corners’’ q(xti ), t(t, e)
is constant and so we, V is 0).
Using the expression for t(t, e) given in (A6) for j ¥ J 2
{4g+1, ..., 4g+r}, we have for t ¥ [tj−1, tj],
“1t(t, e) t(t, e)−1
=tŒ(t) t(t)−1+ef −j(t) Ad [t(t) t(tj−1)−1 aj(0)−1] a −j(fj(t) e) aj(fj(t) e)−1.
So
d
de
:
e=0
[“1t(t, e) t(t, e)−1]=f −j(t) Ad [t(t) t(tj−1)−1] aj(0)−1a −j(0).
So, for j ¥ J 2 {4g+1, ..., 4g+r}, at the point q(rxt) ¥ V,
XV=
def d
de
:
e=0
we, V=−f
−
j(t) Ad [t(t) t(tj−1)
−1] Hj dt,(A.20)
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where
Hj=aj(0)−1 a
−
j(0).
For convenience we shall often write XV(t) to denote −f
−
j(t)
Ad(t(t) t(tj−1)−1) Hj ¥ g
¯
, with t ¥ [tj−1, tj].
Recall that we, V=k
g
Vwe, where kV is a section of the bundle p: PQ S
over V. Then the path
tW c˜we (t)=kV(q(xt)) t(t, e)
is we-horizontal:
we 5 ddt {kV(q(xt)) t(t, e)}6=Ad t(t, e)−1 we, V 1dq(xt)dt 2+t(t, e)−1 “1t(t, e)
=0 by (A.19).
Since X=def dde|e=0 we vanishes on vertical vectors, we have
X 5 d
dt
{kV(q(xt)) t(t)}6=Ad t(t)−1 XV(t).
So, using (A.20),
X(c˜ −w(t))=X 5 ddt {kV(q(xt)) t(t)}6=−f −j(t) Ad t−1j−1Hj
which gives
F tj
tj−1
F tj
tj−1
estOX(c˜
−
w(s)), X(c˜
−
w(t))P ds dt
=F tj
tj−1
F tj
tj−1
estOf
−
j(s) Hj, f
−
j(t) HjPg
¯
ds dt
=0 by skew-symmetry.
Recall from (2.25) that the 2-form WGi“iS is the following sum of 2-forms
WGi“iS=W
1, Gi
“iS +W
2, Gi
“iS ,
where W1, Gi“iS =W
1
“iS |A“iS(Gi), with W
1
“iS as specified by (2.1) and W
2, Gi
“iS is
the restriction of W2“iS (defined in (2.8)) to A“iS(Gi). What we have just
proven is that rgi W
1, Gi
“iS is 0 onA
0(G).
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Determination of WG |A0(G)
Recall the definition (3.1) of WG:
WG=
def
W− C
r
i=1
rgi (W
1, Gi
“iS +W
2, Gi
“iS ).
We have seen above that W1, Gi“iS |A
0(G) is 0 for each i=1, ..., r. Moreover,
the expressions for W and W2, Gi“iS given in (A.18) and by (2.8), respectively,
show that
WG |A0(G)=HgWo, G,
where Wo, G is as in Theorem 5.1. This proves Theorem 5.1.
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